
Myth and history: the Hollywood Dance club has revealed in the years as the most innovative and trendy
realty in the crowded world of the night life on the Garda Riviera. Exploded in 1986 from the extremely 
original style concept by Giampaolo Marconi, and from the forms and substance of decor, created by 
Gianni Gavioli, an architect of worldwide fame. 

Deeply inspired by Antonio Gaudi’s style and intentionally played on Mediterranean theme, the 
nightclub, is an absolute pleasure for eyes starting from the wonderful fine view over the lake. But the 
main strong points are: majolica, materials, decorations, woods, mosaics, water and stones in a rejoice 
of fascinating shapes, structured on three levels for an extraordinary optical impact. Thanks to this 
bright combination the atmosphere of the night-club melts and compacts in the dimension of the 
collective, the aggregation...c’est a  dire that we come to the Hollywood to feel good and to be spoilt in all
the sensorial map. The planning of the evenings, in respect to the most up-to-date trend, is 
characterized by cool and sophisticated sonorities meanwhile enjoyable, and theme soire es, in which the
Hollywood makes you discover its and yours mimetic art. In his different dimensions (Main Room, 
Patro n Prive , Garden, Premium Bar), you will discover that the extravagance is never an end to itself and
the elegance takes new and unexpected forms. 

A great crowd of VIP from television, sport, movies every summer spend here unforgettable nights: 
Fabio Testi, Juri Chechi, Silvester Stallone, Alba Paretti, Pamela Prati, Gipsy King, Mara Venier, 
Maddalena Corvaglia, Franco Oppini, Gilberto Simoni, Pupo, Le Vibrazioni, Jim Kerr (Simple Minds), 
Edoardo Costa, Chic, Eva Grimaldi, Paolo Rossi. For these and many others reasons, Hollywood is a 
privileged destination for VIP, fashionable people and obviously for the hundred people milling about for 
all the summer. Animation, music selections and theatre performances are, as usual, cool and up-to- 
date. Since many years Hollywood is the sponsor of unpublished advertising campaign against drug and 
alcohol, and on the logos of the nightclub there is an ever-present biplane bearing the sign NO DRUGS 
MAKE LOVE.. 

The night club, 800 mt far form the historic centre of Bardolino, has a large attended car parking, air 
conditioner, & American bar (3 in the garden), 3 dance floors, one of them on the border of the 
swimming pool. Target of clients: starting from 20 years old. Open Wednesday, Friday, Saturday and 
pre-Festive with monthly one nights and weekly special evenings. www.hollywood.it will keep you 
constantly informed on the coming events and guests of the so-called Hollywood legend ... stay tuned. 

Fabio Testi has opened in the 2005, Smoking Joy prive , where smoking is not forbidden, in fact the 
nightclub observes the smoking rule 11.11.1975, n. 584 – D.P.C.M. 14.12.1995, art. 1 – L.16.01.2003, n.
3 art. 51 (smoking rule). At Hollywood a wide area for smokers was arranged (the 40% of the inner living-
space). 



The “Smokers” area is equipped with high tech air purification-recirculation-exchange. It is also allowed 
smoking in the garden and in the outer dance floor. In the Main Room do catch the eyes 4 marvellous 
goblet columns designed by the architect Gianni Gavioli, in majolica, a mosaic of mirrors and stucco work.
Other 5 square columns covered with mosaics and graffiti are scattered along the nightclub. In the 
interior of the night-club, in the centre of the Main Room, a real bed with a great authentic baroque 
frame and all around you can dance, flirt, socialize... Several sitting are authentic red Frau or tobacco 
Bergere; the outside walls are completely in sight of the patio and the swimming pool, the Smoking Joy 
Prive , with the boat from Maldives as a bar where a barman transformer serves cocktails with the 
velocity of sound, this too overlooks the Smokers Prive  through a crystal wall. But the final touch of 
class is given by the Toilets, by Philippe Starck, in satinized steel for men and in mosaic with big plasma 
screens for women. 

In the garden, near the swimming pool, from 8:30 pm the “MYWAY Aperitif”, the Dinner "FRANK Only
Shusi", the Dinner "SINATRA Mediterranean Style" and “GOURMET”, a very Dinner pizza Italian Style. 

In the garden also a dance floor plunged in the green park for dancing music Hip Hop, Reggaeton and 
Tropical House, with sofa in white coconut-printed leather and small tables with the top in golden 
mosaic. Animation, music selections and theatre performances are in the van as usual. 

Listen Hollywood music on www.hollywood.it/webradio 

Technical schedule of the club: 

Opening: starting from h. 8:30 pm up to h. 4 am, 

Open from April to October: Friday, Saturday and Prefestive; July and August also Wednesday

Prices: www.hollywood.it/contacts 

Hollywood Dinner & Dance, Via Montavoletta 11, - Bardolino Alta - Gardalake - Verona - Italy Tel. +39 
(0)45 7210580 – + 39 389 7210580 (WhatsApp Available) - valentina@hollywood.it 
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